Macallan - Scotch - 40% - £5.70

Soft and malty balanced with oak and fruit, lingering finish with hints of oak and fruit.

Peat Monster- Scotch -46% - £4.25

Peaty, smoky malt with hints of fruitiness; a balanced whisky with great depth and complexity.

Benromach - Scotch - 58.2% - £3.10

Cracked black pepper, luscious strawberry and ripe banana coupled with a creamy milk chocolate and lingering cigar ash edge.

Oak Cross - Scotch - 43% - £4.10

On the palate, notes of clove and vanilla accent a sweet maltiness and subtle fruit character.

Laphroaig - Scotch - 40% - £4.45

Full bodied, suprising sweetness with hints of salt and layers of peatiness.

Glenmorangie - Scotch - 40% - £3.70

First, vanilla is detected on the tongue before it ripples along the palate bringing a burst of flowery fruitiness.

Maker’s Mark - Bourbon - 45% - £3.20

A palate of fresh fruit, spices, eucalyptus and ginger cake. The finish features more spices, fresh oak with a hint of smoke, and
a final flash of peach cheesecake.

Suntory Hibiki 17 - Japanese Blend - 43% - £8.20

Lemon-lime citrus at first, followed by a strong cinnamon blast that fades slowly into the finish as the citrus note returns.

Talisker - Scotch - 45.8% - £4.45

A rich dried-fruit sweetness with clouds of smoke and strong barley-malt flavours, warming and intense. At the back of the
mouth is an explosion of pepper.

Woodford Reserve - Bourbon - 43.2% - £3.70

Notes of espresso beans, winter spice, cereal sweetness, plenty of rye, ground ginger, almond oil, toasty oak and a little rum.

Chapter 6 - The English Whisky Co. - Unpeated - 46% - £5.50

Tingling and textured on the palate. Fresh wood, vanilla, fruity, nutty, malty, cereal character comes through.

Monkey Shoulder - Triple Malt Scotch - 40% - £3.20
Mellow vanilla with spicy hints

Jura - Scotch - 40% - £3.70

Thick and full with cereal, and a barley fudge sweetness creeps in with creamy smoothness and a touch of aniseed.

Yamazaki 12 - Japanese - 43% - £4.95

Smooth and soft with good sweetness and winter spice. A lovely citrus note develops with more tropical fruit notes and a little
rum. The finish is medium with fruit and zest.

Tullamore D.E.W - Irish - 40% - £2.50

Early fresh fruit leads to a definite light spice followed by some toasted wood which evolves into a delicious vanilla sweetness.

Auchentoshan - Scotch - 40% - £3.70

Smooth and sweet with hints of tangerine and lime.

Jameson - Irish - 40% - £2.50

Thick and of good body with notes of orchard fruits, both fresh and cooked with a little vanilla cream. The finish is of medium-length with spice and honey.

Famous Grouse - Scotch - 40% - £2.20

Balanced, biscuit-laden palate with a core of thick, creamy malt. Just a hint of spice and the vaguest whisper of smoke really
bring a great deal of complexity.

Jack Daniels - Tennessee - 40% - £2.70

Sweet, with light body and mouth-feel. Dutch chocolate strands on toast, orange touches, perfumed wood, cinnamon.

